
Look at the images and answer the questions, try to 
use the vocabulary and adjectives from last week.



What is the boy doing ? How will he be after that ?

• He is jumping in the water.

• After that, he will be wet



What is the problem ?

• The light is too bright



Why is he adding salt to the dish. What will
happens if he puts too much ?
• He is adding salt because the dish is tasteless.

• If he puts too much salt in it, it will be too salty.



What is the baby doing ?

• The bay is crying and screaming



How is the lemon ?

• The lemon is bitter.



What is the problem with the food ?

• The food is spicy.



What happened to the chicken ?

• The chicken burnt.



How is the classroom ?

• The classroom is loud or noisy.



What do the students have to do in the 
library ?
• The students have to be quiet.



What’s on the little board ?

• There are shapes.



What does the rabbit feel like ?

• The rabbit feels soft.



Would you drive on this road ? If not, why ?

• I wouldn’t drive on this road because it’s too bumpy.



What advice is the chef giving about the kinfe ?
You …
• You should be careful because the knife is sharp.



What happened ? Why ?

• He fell beacause the stairs are slippery and icy.



What can the man do ? Why ?

• He can lift a car because he is strong.



If you had this yogurt in your refrigerator
would you eat it ? Why not ?
• If I had this yogurt in my fridge I wouldn’t eat it because it’s moldy.



How is the landscape ?

• The landscape is dry.



What do you think of this dog ?

• I think the dog is ugly.
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